BedMates LCD TVs

In the past 20 years, very few enhancements
have been made to patient personal TVs.

Introducing the 12” LCD
BedMate TV, protected
by a halo and featuring
an FM radio!
SM

The BedMate:
●

comes complete with a stainless steel halo for protection. When users swing
the arm away from them, the halo keeps the TV from being damaged against
a wall or other obstruction.

●

allows you to add new functionality as it becomes available because of our
patented software. Since TV replacement is kept at a minimum, your bottom
line will look immensely better.

●

is the only hospital-grade personal TV with an FM radio. Many patients prefer
to listen to the radio rather than watch television all day.

●

keeps patient and staff safe because of the rounded corners, critically important
because the patient comes into direct contact with the 12” TV.

●

saves nurse and engineering personnel aggravation with our password-protected,
advanced function control lock-out. Patients cannot change menu functions.

See reverse for additional photo of the BedMate on the OutReachSM,
HCI’s revolutionary designed arm.
If your facility needs wall or ceiling-mounted TVs, our 26” and
32” RoomMateSM LCD units could save you money since they
are compatible with 98% of pillow speakers.

www.hci-tv.com

Specs and features of
HCI BedMate LCD TVs:
SM

12” unit has cabinet dimensions of
13” x 12” x 3”; weight is 10 lbs.
HCI’s two-year warranty is twice as long as
the industry standard. Physical abuse or thefts
are the only exceptions not covered under
our “no questions asked” warranty. Installation
and service by our nationwide dealer network
is completed on your timetable. In the unlikely
event a replacement set is needed, HCI can
airship a unit the same day.

Video Enhancements:

Audio Enhancements:

Aspect Ratio: 4:3
Resolution: XGA 800 X 600
Viewing Angle: 140 degrees
Chip Technology: M-Star™ and NEC signal
improvement chip. Combining these two chip
technologies provide a crisper image.
Video Signal: corresponds to NTSC, composite,
and computer
DVD: composite video input available
Inputs available: RGB, video, and audio input
PIC Mode: adjusts the set to get the best picture quality

Multi-track Sound: two-speaker system provides
stereo and SAP
Sound Mode: adjusts the set to get the best sound
quality
Three-language Menu: English, French, Spanish
Closed Caption: on or off mute
Radio: only LCD 12” TV with an FM radio
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